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ABSTRACT
A new SESAMEequittionof state (EOS) for boron loitded
silicone potting material has been generated using the computer
programGRIZZLY.This new EOS hus been added to the
SESAMEEOS library as mweriiilnumber 8010.

1. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, SESAMEequation of state (EOS) library users have expressed
considerableinterest in the EOSSof polymercomposites;i.e., materials produced by
embedding some relativelyhard substanceinside a softer polymer matrix. This interest
has been driven by a desire to develop materials whose properties can be tailored for
particular applications.In response,there has ken an ongoingeffort to expand the
SESAME library to includea number of interestingpolymers and polymer composites.
For example, the SESAMElibrary already includes EOSSfor carbon phenolic (carbon
embedded in phenolic; material number 7542) madphenolicmfrasil (fiberglassembedded in phenolic; material number 7580).1
In this investigation,an EOS has been constructedfor boron louded silicone pot-
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ting material (hereafterB-Silicone),z polymercomposite with an ambient density (po)
of 1.542gndcmqthitt it formed by mixing boron powder (63% by weight) with a soft
silicone rubber (37%)by .veight).zB-Siliconewas selected to be studied at this time as
a result of recently released Hugoniotdata.2EOSSfor additionalmaterials will be produced as experimentaldata become itvaililhk.‘k new EOS for B-Siliconewill be
added to the SESAMElibrary as material number 8010.
in the next section, the models and parametersused to generate the EOS for
material number 8010 are dmcrihed in detail. The new SESAMEEOS for B-Silicone
is presented and discussed in Section III.

II. METHODOLOGY
Most of the EOSSin the SESAMElibrary are partitionedinto three terms for the
pressure P, the internal energy E, and the Helmholtzfree energy A:

~(p,~)= P.(p) + P“ (pm

+ p. (PST)

(1)

~(p,~)= Es(p) + En(p.~) + ~, (P~~)

(2)

A (p,T) = As(p) + An(p,T) + A~(P~T)

(3)

where p is the density and T is the temperature.(h the SESAMElibrary, discrete
values of p and T are chosen to form a mesh on which P, E, and A are stored.) The
subscriptss, n, and e denote the contributionsfrom the static lattice (i.e., frozen
nuclei) cold curve (zxo temperatureisotherm),the nuclear motion, and the thermal
electronic excitations, respectively.It is thus possible to calculate (or update) each ten
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independentlyusing any desired model. Hem, all three pieces of the EOS have been
generated with GRIZZLY,3the locally developedmultipurposecomputer program for
calculating SESAMEEOSS.
In GRIZZLY, the only model curnmtlyavtiilablefor calculatingthe thermal electronic contributionsis the Thomas-Fermi-Diric(TFD)model.4First thermal electronic
contributionswere generatedfor each individualatom in B-Silicone.Those monatomic
thermal electronic EOSSwere then combinedvia additive volume mixinj$ to form the
tom] electronic contributionto the EOS. This part of the calculationrequires the
number fraction (Ni), atomic numher (Zi), and atomic mass (Aij for each species of
atom (i). As noted above, B-Siliconeis composedof 63%J boron and 37% silicone, by
weight. It is assumed hem that the silicone has the same ideal compositionas that used
by Dowe115in constructingan EOS for Sylgtrd 184 (a silicone rubber), Si(CHJJ2.
Table 1 gives the atomic compositionused hem for B-Siliconeand the values of Ai
iind Zi for each constituent.c
Table 1: Atomic CompositionOf B-Silicone
Atom
B
H
c

o

L

Si

Ni

Ai

0.5400
().276()
0.0920
().0460
0.0460

10.81
1.008
12.01
15.999
28.086

z,
5.0
1.008
6.0
8.0
14.0

,,

The thermal nuclear contributionsfor B-Siliconewem obtained with the JDJNUC
nuclear model’ in GRIZZLY using a Gruneisenfunction of the standard CHART-D
fonm* In this model, the material is treated as a Debye solid at low temperaturesand
as an ideal gas at high temperatums.The JDJiWJCmodel smoothlyswitches between
,,
these two limits W temperaturesnear the melt line, which is obtained from the Lindemann law. At the melting point on each isotherm,the JDJNUC model builds in a
small two-phaseregion to simulate the melting transition.In addition to the data in
Table 1, this part of the calculationrequires amhient values for the Gruneisen pammcter (yO)and the melt tempemture(T,,t). The Dehye temperature(fl~ ) is computed
internally from Tnl.For silicone rubber, Dowellscalculatedan intermolecular~~ of
107 K and an intramolecularQ~ of 1799K. For boron, ~~ is about 1250 K.b Based
on these numbers, B-Silicone’sQD has been estimated to be about 1000 K. This value
of eD correspondsto Tm= 2100 K. The input value of y. used here (0.5) was chosen
so that the theoreticalEOS reproducedexperimentalthermalexpansion data for B-
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Silicone;9see Section III.
The static lattice cold curve for modest compressions(< 2.0) was calcukttedby
removing thermal contributionsfrom a Hugoniotthat was read in as a table of particle
and shock velocities (UP, Us) chosen to give a reasonablefit to the available Hugoniot
and sound speed data;209see Table 2. For high compnxsions, the cold curve was
required to smoothly extrapolateto a mixed TFD cold curve. This method of calculation ensures that the compressedEOS will reproducethe experimentalHugoniot and
also have the correct asymptoticbehavior.In the expanded region (p e po), the cold
4

curve was forced to have a gcnertiiiy.dlxnnard-jones form~that was constraiiwdto
smoothly connect with the comprcsw(l -ion

Of[he cold cut i I and have the correct

cohesive energy (EC). EC is txiiiimtc(tkre to he ahout M kcid/av-atom-mol.In addition to the parametersalready given, the expandedcold curve calculationrequires a
parameter FACLJq(here 0.2) which contruls the shape of the expandedcold curve.
Tithle2: Input Hugoniot Points

up (km/s)

Us (km/s)

up(km/S)

u. (km/S)

O.(IO

1.1940
2.65(X1
4.10(M)
4.70(M)
5.280()
5.7383
6.1699

2.50
3.00
3.50
4.00
4.50
5.(M)

6.9874
7.7439
8.4396
9.0743
9.6481
10.1611

0.50
l.(x)
1.25
1.50
1.75
2.00

IIL RESULTS
Figure 1 shows a selected group of P vs. p isotherms from the new SESAME
EOS for B-Silicone.The most outstandingfeature of the EOS is its exceptionallylarge
thermal expansion at constant pressure.As the temperatureis increased fmm 298 K to
1160 K, the volume increasesby roughly an order of magnitude.This result is due, in
part, to the exceptionallysmall hulk modulus (B = 2.2 GPa) produced by the bulk
sound speed used here (C. = 1.194km/s).9To ensure the quality of the SESAME
EOS, the value of y. was adjusted to match the experimentalthermalexpansion
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coefficienta, as noted in Section 11.Two separate measurementsof ot have been carried nut for B-Siliconeover the temperaturerange 255 K S T <322 K,9yielding
a = 1.1 x 1(1+K-l and 1.6x 104 K-*.(T&w values for a are roughly 2 to 5 times
larger than those found for the iilkidihalides at room temperatum.b)Over the experimental temperaturerimge,the theoreticalEOS for B-Siliconeshown in Fig. 1 yields
a = 1.6 x 1OAK-’ or 1.7 x 104 K-’,depending on (he type of interpolationfunction
used to find the untabulatedvalues of P, T, and p. These values agree quite well with
~keexperimentaldata for such a sensitive EOS parameter.
Figure 2 compares the theoreticalHugoniot for B-Siliconewith the experimental
Iiugoniot and sound speed data.2,9~em we two ~xp~menwl vidues for the bulk
sound speed shown in Fig. 1.2,9

me

larger

of the two values fOrCO(1.i~4 k~s) ‘=

used hew in the input Hugoniot (see Table 1) because the smaller value (0.816 km/s)
implies a bulk modulus of only 1.0GPa, which is 50% smaller than the hulk modulus
used hy Dowe115for pure silicone ruhber. A noteworthyfeature of the Hugoniot in Fig.
2 is the mpid drop in U, as UPapproaches(), which is characteristicof soft polymers
and reflects the very weak interchainbinding relative to the intrachainbinding.Thus,
as the interchain spacing decmses under ~ure,

the bulk modulus and shock velo-

city both increase rapidly. It is clear from Fig. 2 that the new SESAMEEOS for BSilicone provides an excellent fit to the the experimcntal Hugoniotdata and thus
should be reliable for all applicationsinvolving-shookdidmding.
The new EOS will be
added to the SESAMElibrary as material number 801&L
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Figure L

Selected isothermsfrom the theoreticalSESAMEE(X for B-Silicone.
(A: OK; B:298 K; C: 1160 K; D: 2320 K; E: 5800
K; F: 11600K; G: 23200 K;
H: 34800 K; I: 58f)U0K; J: 116000K; K: 232(K~K; L: 348000 IL”
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Figtue 2.
The thmreticid Hugoniot for B-Siliconeis compared with Hugoniotdata
and two experimentalsoundspeeds.(Opencimles arefromRef. 2, and the solid circle
is fromRef. 9.)
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